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Abstract 
Wind is one renewable energy source which can exist naturally when there are changes in the atmospheric weather 
conditions. One other source of wind energy is generated by passing vehicles cruising along roads, streets or 
highways.  If this energy from the induced airflow is harnessed it can be used for highway lighting as well as for 
emergency signage (LED) respectively for breakdown vehicles, narrow bridges, low overhead bridges, highway 
under repairs, etc. To understand the characteristics of this induced airflow on how the energy is distributed, a three-
dimensional airflow structure of simplified passenger cars of Ahmed model in tandem, of two or more, was 
investigated comprehensively. This study was conducted using a numerical analysis by adopting a well-known 
equation of Reynolds Averaged Navier Stoke (RANS) which, as reported by previous researchers, offers a good 
compromise between accuracy of the result and the computational cost. The result shows that the turbulence kinetic 
energy generated by the car during cruising is of a fairly high magnitude and getting higher at higher speeds of car 
travel. The effects of vehicles travelling in a queue are demonstrated to give a clear result of high turbulence kinetic 
energy which occurs at its two sides of downstream region while the maximum kinetic energy is developed in the 
wake region behind the trailing car. For the purpose of energy recovery, these simulated flow patterns are useful in 
determining, for example, a right location to install a small wind turbine which can be used to convert the waste 
kinetic energy into useful electrical energy. 
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1. Introduction 
It is inevitable that some considerable amount of energy has to be spent to overcome a vehicle 
aerodynamic drag force. Recent investigation by Burgess and Choi [1] found that about 13% to 23% 
energy required from the total energy demand by different classes of passenger vehicle to counter the 
aerodynamic drag. Majority of researchers studied the airflow around car at cruising condition and tried to 
optimize between high drag coefficient and aerodynamic shape of vehicle frontal area [2-7], and has 
contributed in minimizing the energy consumption. However, the purpose of this study is not to attempt to 
reduce the drag force but to maximize the utilization of the waste kinetic energy generated by the induced 
drag force. 
The complex shape of an actual ground vehicle is difficult to model and to conduct a simulation. 
However there has been several simplified model highlighted [8] that are proven extremely useful for the 
analysis of the flow field characteristic of an external airflow associated with complex vehicle geometries. 
One of the most popular models is Ahmed model introduced by Ahmed et al. [9]. This type of bluff body 
with a curve at front end, long middle section and has slanting angle at rear end, has been investigated.  In 
the model a fully three dimensional region of separated flow is generated as occurred in real life by a 
cruising passenger car. The model sets a standard car body dimension of 1044mm x 389mm x 288mm for 
length, width and height respectively, and this represents approximately ¼ of the real passenger car 
dimension. 
There are many previous research work conducted under a queue vehicle travelling condition. The 
objectives were focused on the effect of aerodynamic as well as on pollution (not relevant to present 
study). The effect of aerodynamic interaction between commercial vehicles was studied by Gotz [10]. 
From his study, he found that when a convoy of commercial vehicles  are  driven  at  speeds  of  80  km/h 
with  an  inter-vehicle  spacing  of  40 m,  a reduction in drag force of 20% would be obtained for  the 
second vehicle and around 30% for the third and for every additional vehicle in the platoon.  In recent 
times, J.F. Huang et al. [11] conducted an experimental study also on queuing vehicles with three 
dimensional ow structures and took measurements behind each vehicle of same model but with different 
speeds. He proved that the lowest turbulence occurs at the center part of each vehicle wake while high 
turbulence occurs at its two sides. 
2. Methodology 
The numerical approach as well as modeling procedure was employed in this present study using a 
well-known CFD Ansys FLUENT software which uses a control volume based technique to convert the 
governing equations to algebraic equations that can be solved numerically for flow analysis. Using this 
CFD package, the governing equations of fluid motion and the given boundary conditions can be 
discretized and solved for the velocity, temperature and pressure distributions throughout the domain. 
Table 1 shows the summary items used for modeling and in numerical approach. 
The induced airflow generated from a cruising car has a quantity of mass and velocity creating the 
energy in the airflow. To tap this energy a Savonius type of vertical axis wind turbine was considered in 
this study.   The magnitude of power from the airflow can be determined using the following formula 
 
����� � ������3                                                                                                                                    (1) 
 
where, A is an area of wind turbine blade, which can be computed by multiplying the height h with 
diameter D, of blade, where h, and D are 0.5m and 0.3m respectively, giving a projected area equals to 
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